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We are grateful that an appropriation has been provided to
construct a modem fireproof dormitory, which is now at the bidding
process. We also urge provision for adequate sums for necessary
additional renovations.

This unit, we believe, is an outstanding example of leadership
in the field of juvenile rehabilitation.

It is appropriate to mention some of the other constructive
features of service to youth since the Youth Service Board and the
Advisory Committee began operations nine years ago.
are not only new facilities, but also modification of programs and
the development of significant new activities. It is unnecessary
in this report to go into each one at any length. They are, there-
fore, merely listed, with a brief comment.

1. The development of a state-supported regional detention
service for the courts and police. One half of the diagnostic center
in Roslindale is devoted to this purpose, and the two regional centers
in Worcester and Hampden counties are now awaiting the actual
process of bidding and construction.

2. Establishment of standards and an inspection service in co-
operation with the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association
for the purpose of providing satisfactory juvenile quarters in any
local jail or lockup where juveniles are held, however briefly, after
arrest. This program involves not only the alteration of existing
facilities to conform to the standards established by the Division,
but also adherence to these stand
are constructed.

,rds whenever new police stations

1 example of collaborative devel-
in the establishment of a clinic

;al Medicine of the Department
been woven into the operational

3. An important and exception
opment in service to youth exist
supported by the Division of Le
of Mental Health. This clinic ha
fabric of the Reception-Detention Centers and provides the most
modern and most complete diagnostic service for delinquent ju-
veniles in the whole nation. In charge is a child psychiatrist speci-
ally trained in the area of delinquency and five other consulting "

psychiatrists specializing in this field. In addition, the services
of several clinical psychologists and highly trained social workers
are provided.

Not only does this clinic supplement our regular staff and provide
an outstanding effort at valid diagnosis upon which so much of the
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decisions of the Board depend, but also it is a notable example
of the kind of co-operation between state departments that will
strengthen the attack on delinquency now and in the years to come.

In the name of service to youth, for which we are charged with
special responsibilities, we wish to compliment Dr. Jack Ewalt
and his Legal Medicine Staff in the Department of Mental Health
on this new development, as well as the Youth Service Board for
seeking the special help and collaboration of this clinical service.

m 4. Another significant advance has been made in setting up the
'lnstitute for Juvenile Guidance at Bridgewater. This unit is
devoted to the training and treatment of boys who are serious
offenders and who are unsuited to the open type training school.
Gratifying results are being obtained inasmuch as more boys of
this type are being salvaged from lives of crime than was possible
without such a unit.

We are glad to learn that money has been recommended for
appropriation in the capital outlay program for the gymnasium.
We once again urge that this be pushed to a speedy conclusion.

It must, however, be admitted that a substantial number of these
offenders defy even the most intense and constant efforts to change
their habits and attitudes because they have become so thoroughly
entrenched throughout the childhood years and in early adolescence.
Included in this problem group are feeble-minded and defective
delinquents, others in the low mental ranges from feeble-minded
to dull, and young psychopaths, who present the greatest danger
of all to society, and for whom experts in human behavior have
provided no answer of any real significance.

It should be admitted, also, that this new type unit is actually
only a single step forward in handling the problem of youthful
offenders. These are youths of both sexes who are beyond the
age of seventeen and therefore cannot be committed to the Youth
Service Board, although if committed before seventeen the Board

Retains custody until the age of twenty-one, or to twenty-three
those convicted of a criminal offence in Superior Court.
In this connection, therefore, we strongly recommend to the

new Commission to Study Laws on Youthfid Offenders that this
area of criminology be exhaustively analyzed, and that sound legis-
lation be implemented by necessary facilities to make the legisla-
tion effective.
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We believe, however, that the time allowed for the Commission
kind of thorough study needed.report is not sufficient for the I
be provided and also that moreurge that an extension of tin8

the Commission’s use..equate funds be appropriated f
We especially commend to the attention of the Commission
e proposals drawn up by the Director of the Division of Youth
vice on this subject, out of which grew the Study Commission

;lf proposed by District Attorney James L. O’Dea, Jr., and
if

aresentative Alexander Celia, both of whom have honored anc^i i

ted us by serving as legislative consultant
■>. No single measure of prevention among the several heir

ut bv the Division of Youth Service has more significance
-called School Adjustment Counsellor Act. This pro-

gned to secure the readjustment of young children to
urotics or delinquents, is nndmg

;eptance by the school committees of local community

suits reported by those school authorities where it has
vear or more indicate its great value as a f

It is our belief, however, that there should be a full state grant
of $4500 for each Adjustment Counsellor, instead of only $2250it (

fter the first. This was strongly recommended by

His Excellency, Governor Furcok
Court. We recognize, as he did, that u

immunities are the areas in which juvenile dehnqut
hese ar

bvious, therefore, that the preventis, therefore

.djustment counselling pi

nrehensive and intensive in such communities. This usually mear
it

n one adjustment coun Leona

reimbursement of $4500 forion can best be stimulat

%
Prevention.

\t this point, we wish to emphasize our special interest
•ea of prevention. The development of community service by

area or proven won. .

the Division of Youth Service to assist the cities and towns ot

the Commonwealth in developing preventive p

Appendix A
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portant step, as is the school adjustment counselling program
previously mentioned.

he spiralling increase in delinquency throughout the Nation,
iimtmg to a reign of juvenile terror in some areas, is of sp
>ern to this Committee. There are indications that Mi

chusetts is beginning to feel the effects of this increase, especial
in some of our most congested urban a

Under the circumstances, we would be lacking in a sense of du
we did not call attention to this danger and recommend th

immediate steps be taken to erect preventive buhv
Commonwealth. We believe that a joint state-community prograx\

such as recommended by the Greater Boston Council for Youtl
should receive consideration for application throughout t

■rever necessary, ouch a program emphasizes local responsibilityx

>r delinquency prevention, but enlists the support of the St
cting through the Youth Service Division, to provide both hi

cial and technical assistance
It is our conviction that present action in this arei

local co-operation will in the long run prove far more e
and effective than to await the full impact of ju\renil
experienced by other sections of the count

We do not, at this time, propose special It)

pose. Our understanding is that none is needed, only apj

f necessary funds. We understand, also, that His 1
Governor Furcolo, who has manifested great interest in improving

service to youth in the Commonwealth, is making a tl
study of the State’s function in prevention and in the trainingng
of persons engaged in attacking the problem of juvenile delin
We have the utmost confidence that he will support sound proposals
for state and local collaboration and that the General Court will be
equally responsive.

The importance of citizen interest and participation in programs
delinquency cannot be ignored in this connection. We are happy

to report that as a direct result of the Governor’s interest in this
kind of activity, two Regional Citizens Youth Councils are ahead
in process of formation in the Worcester and Springfield areas.

The Advisory Committee and the Youth Service Board, with
the support and assistance of His Excellency, intend to pursue
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this type of project more intensively in the hope that throughout
the State citizen interest and activity may be of noteworthy assist-
ance in the coming years in preventing juveniles from coming into
conflict with the law.

It is our strong conviction that the modification of the Advisory
Committee’s membership to provide geographic representation,
strongly sponsored twr o years ago by the Committee on Public
Welfare, will materially assist in developing this citizen participa-
tion in all parts of the State.

Improvements.

Various and significant modifications of the programs at the
institutions under the jurisdiction of the Division of Youth Service
have been pointed out in previous reports. It is sufficient at this
time, therefore, for us to observe that these improvements are of
a continuing nature and that the rehabilitative as contrasted with
the punitive aspects in these institutions are receiving constantly
greater emphasis.

Two improvements that lie immediately ahead warrant special
mention and our specific recommendation.

The first is the proposed addition to the Industrial School for
Boys at Shirley. Money for this addition has been appropriated
and it will soon Ire ready for construction probably beginning
in early spring. Construction of this addition will permit the
Director to carry out his plan to modify this school to meet modern
needs more adequately.

Specifically, he proposes to institute eight modern shops and a
complete vocational program comparable to that offered in local
vocational high schools. In this way he hopes to train boys sent
to Shirley in trade skills which find ready employment in modern
industry.

Furthermore, once this program is set up, it is planned to employ
a guidance liaison officer whose function will be to establish con-|
tinning contact with business and industry and to make agreements
for employment when they are paroled of boys being trained. Such
a program will undoubtedly sharply decrease the recidivism of
those who earn parole but who do not have the necessary skills to
find work or who are rejected because of the delinquent record.
Often these older boys become completely discouraged and even
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more hostile to society and turn again to offences against the law
and to major criminal careers.

The additions, together with the cafeteria also being planned,
will make this unit at the top of the hill on the campus the func-
tioning heart of the school. Here, eating, chapel, academic class-
rooms, gymnasium, shops, swimming pool, library,'counselling rooms,
auditorium, and arts and crafts will be centrally located, permitting
varied scheduling for a total training, educational and recreation
program throughout the day. Under this plan the cottage system,
which has lost much of its validity by reason of work and hours
laws, will also be modified, and trained leaders can be substituted
for the difficult-to-obtain cottage couples at no greater cost.

The second prospective improvement is at the Industrial School
for Girls at Lancaster. There the ratio of staff to girls is approxi-
mately one to one. This is, therefore, an expensive operation.
Moreover, real security provisions and adequate segregation are
far less than desirable.

If, however, most of the very old cottages can be torn down
and a single modern building with segregated units can be con-
structed (somewhat similar, in provision for efficiency, to the new
Reception-Detention Center in Roslindale), the purposes of eco-
nomy and rehabilitation can be better served. The school building,
the power plant, the chapel, and some houses can, of course, be
retained, so that the cost of new construction can be lessened.

According to reports we have received from the Director, this
is a departure from his original hope to build an entirely new unit
for girls. The change in plan came as a result of difficulty in finding
as suitable a site as Lancaster; the great expense that would be
involved in constructing such an entirely new unit at present prices;
and the desire to move ahead with the improvements as soon as
possible in view of the growing problems presented by girl delin-
quents.

Our recommendation is that speedy action be taken to achieve
this improved facility.

Personnel.
It would be a mistake, however, to consider progress in service

to youth solely in reference to institutional facilities, whether by
improvement to existing units or by addition of new facilities.
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By statute and by analysis of the concept itself, service to youth
much broader meaning involving prevention, probation,

parole, community relations, education, legislation and ma

For that reason, we repeat our recommendation for improvement
the salaries of Juvenile Parole Agents. Parole properly carried

ith salaries adequate to attract and to hold competent and
trained men and women, and with case loads adjusted by actual
need rather than by the limitation of too few personnel, is both!
economical and effective.

This is especially true in the case of juveniles. It is quite clear,
therefore, that a supreme effort of society should he made in this
area. The concept here is not that of the policeman, but rather of
wise and helpful supervision, assistance and counselling, so that the
juvenile can be helped through the difficult years of childhood and
youth into an adulthood of good character and good citizenship.
Logically, the unavoidable corollary of this proposition is, the con-
clusion that juvenile parole is even more important and difficult
than adult parole, and, salaries, standards, and case, loads should be
adjusted accordingly.

Our recommendations along these lines last year were. not ac-
cepted. Necessary additional personnel in the parole section of
the Division of Youth Service were not included in the budget; nor
were salaries increased to the level of adult parole officers: As
a matter of fact, the gap was further widened when adult correction
and parole officers were given an additional increase of two grades
in classification and salary in the supplementary budget.

It is our earnest hope and our strong recommendation that this
situation be remedied by the incoming Legislature. We are now
committed to the strong conviction that the increase should extend
not only to the Juvenile Parole Agents, but to all personnel of the
Division of Youth Service.

Every effort is being made to conduct this important state agency c
on the highest possible plane, to deal adequately with the juvenile w

delinquents who are of such serious concern to all our citizens.
Inevitably, however, the Division will deteriorate as did the adult
correction department, unless salaries are such as to attract and
hold persons of competence and character in dealing with children
in trouble with the law.
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We submit that an agency of this kind, doing work so important
as saving young people from lives of crime, cannot do so with any
continuing degree of success in the years to come will
which are as low as $51.25 and $49 r k for a mature man or
woman, respectively, of good character, with ability to handle
delinquent juveniles effectively.

It is astounding to realize that approximately 60 per cent o:
the positions in the institutions of the Division of Youth Service
have starting salaries of $60.50 per week, or less. Of this group
25 per cent start at $54.25, or less. Moreover, 92 per cent of all
these institution employees receive $72.50 per week, or les
Obviously, there are very few well-paying position
best type of employee.

We have no quarrel with a society which provides common
laborers in industry or in construction (including contracts for
state work) with wages of $2 or more an hour. We must, however,
contrast the wages of labor with our personnel simply to point up
the seriousness of the situation.

There, were, of course, some worth-while adjustments as a result
of the Barrington Report and subsequent appeals. This Advisory
Committee on Service to Youth is convinced, however, that the
report did not give adequate consideration, in inspect to salarie;
in the Division of Youth Service, to the vital nature of our program
to prevent and control juvenile delinquency in the Commonwealth

Our newspapers, our radio and our television stations are full
of the subject, and with recognition of the serious and growing
problem we face, not only locally, but in the Nation at large. It
is high time that this interest and concern of our people be reflected
in more adequate salaries for those whose careers are dedicated to
this work with juveniles, and who must be, if we are to succeed,
not merely run-of-the-mill employees seeking jobs, but persons
of skill and character.

It has been increasingly difficult to find qualified candidates
for staff openings in our institutions. It seems wasteful to lose
the full benefits of a fine program operating in good facilities be-
cause the Commonwealth has fallen behind other States in the
levels of compensation for qualified social workers. Each year
Massachusetts schools and colleges tuxn out excellent men and
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women who would prefer to stay in their home State but most of
them go elsewhere, where salary levels are more realistic.

In this connection, we are re-submitting our recommendation
that the salaries of the Youth Service Board be increased to $16,000
for the chairman and $12,000 for each board member. These are
competent professional people, and their salaries should be com-
mensurate with the vital nature of their work and fine professional
background. (Appendix B.)

Legislation.

Turning our attention now from the Division of Youth Service
itself to a related and essential field, we again offer our support
to the improved standards, methods and salaries for the probation
service enacted into law during the 1956 session of the General
Court. We believe this to have been an important forward step
in a significant area of social legislation. We strongly recommend,
therefore, that efforts to repeal the law be again rejected by the
General Court. We are convinced that a strong and effective
probation service will develop from this legislation, and we would
remind all concerned that such a service for juveniles reduces the
number of commitments to the Youth Service Board, thereby
reducing costs and avoiding the unhappy effects that sometimes
result in marring the personality of a child who does not actually
need institutional custody.

We urge that the power to nominate members of the Youth
Service Board to the Governor be restored to the Advisory Com-
mittee on Service to Youth. Investigation, interviewing and
screening applicants for these important positions, originally a
function of the Advisory Committee, was suddenly taken by legis-
lation in 1955. Had this action been justified by poor selections for
these highly professional positions, the repeal of this section would
have been understandable. The veryreverse was the case, however,
inasmuch as the competence of the present members, based on nomi-
nation by the Advisory Committee, is demonstrably, and by general
recognition, of high quality.

It is a fact that the Advisory Committee labored diligently in
performing this function and provided the governors with nomi-
nations from which high caliber selections could be made. We
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certainly concur that the final responsibility should be the Gov

The repeal of this power came as part of a bill containing nu-
merous other provisions affecting the work of the Youth Service
Board, which emerged in the closing days of the legislative session.
This particular provision, inserted as the bill neared final legis-
lative action, never received the kind of public hearing and the
comments of citizens devoted to and interested in service to youth
that legislative enactments ordinarily and properly receive in our
legislative process.

Seeking out persons with the backgrounds and training pro-
vided by law; exhaustive investigation of qualifications of all
applicants; rating interviews seriously and sometimes lengthily
conducted; and finally, submission of three names, or as many more
as the Governor may request to insure the best possible choice
all these activities properly reside in the Advisory Committee as
an aid to the Governor in making the best possible choice in this
vital area where the lives of children and the protection of society
are so seriously involved.

It should be obvious that a non-partisan committee, geographi-
cally representing the whole State, appointed by the Governor
himself, and serving without pay because of interest in youth,
can perform a useful function for the Commonwealth and the
Governor in obtaining the best possible persons to serve on the
Youth Service Board when vacancies occur.

Once again, therefore, we recommend that this important power
of nomination, previously exercised with devotion to duty and
the youth of the Commonwealth, with commendable results, but
suddenly and unexpectedly taken away, be restored. (Appendix C.)

We recommend, also, and are re-submitting a bill to exempt
certain employees engaged in the activity of prevention of delin-
quency, namely, the field agents, from tire provisions of civil service.
We make this recommendation with no intention of attacking
the defensible provisions covering many types of technical and
skilled positions in the service of the Commonwealth. For pur-
poses of selecting professional personnel in activities dealing with
human beings, however, we feel that our present civil service system,
which does not include an evaluation of personality attributes
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.factory. We believe no writtenand charac

test can accomplish this successfully. Since the success of a delin-
quency prevention program depends so much on the personality
of the individuals conducting the program, we feel that they should
be selected by the persons responsible for the success of the programbe

complete testing systemrather than bx

Let us make it clear, however, that if the civil service examination
red adequate provision forsystem of the Commoi

Im-personality evaluation in matters dealing with hun
ice systems of other progressive States, we would

consider this recommendation unnecessary. As it is, however
we feel it nit to re-submit this proposal. (Appendix D.)A’

PtTBI ATIONS

public interest in delin(

)f public relations. 1
ervice Board and thef the Ycsion o

public
tor

AIS a finalc

led to the staff of the Division of Youth Service. Publi
mation and understanding are essential to all government opera-

tions. They have special significance and value in connection
which the public has special interest. Weith tho;

that the uni .opmg in Massachusetts

d control juvenile d linquency falls into this' category

nd that the addition of a publ •elations officer has become essen-
tial

We close bn a note of opt m. We believe that in the field
f juvenile correction Massachusetts is again demonstrating the

kind of leadership in social legislation that used to distinguish ti
great Commonwealth

For this, we of the Advisory Committee express both commenda-
»tion and appreciation to His Excellency, Governor Foster Furcol

and the General Court
In addition, we are indebted t the Hon. James L. O’Dea, J

District Attorney of Middlesex C unity, Representative Alexander
Celia, Representative Stephen L. French, Senator Silvio 0. Conte
and Senator Mary L. Fonseca for their interest and help as legi
lative consultants.
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Tour gratification to many citizens and to othei
als, public and private, for their co-operatior

We expresi
id officiagencies

improving our state program of Youth Servicein implementing an

Respectfully submitted

h
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EDGAR GROSSMAN.
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AGNES C. LAVER’V

EMMA ANDERSON
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight.

An Act relative to reimbursement of cities, towns, and

REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS EMPLOYING SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT
COUNSELLORS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. Section 46G of chapter 71 of the General Laws, as
2 inserted by chapter 696 of the acts of 1955, is hereby amended
3 by striking out the last sentence thereof and inserting in place
4 thereof the following new sentence: Any city, town and
5 regional school district employing one or more school adjust-
-6 ment counsellors in accordance with this section shall annually

;es through the department of edu-
made therefor by the school com-
iy said department, reimbursement
exceeding forty-five hundred dollars

7 receive for salary and expen
8 cation, upon attested claim
9 mittee on a form provided 1

10 from the commonwealth not
11 for each such counsellor.

1 Section 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage

PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

Appendix A.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight

An Act increasing the salaries of the chairman and members

OF THE YOUTH SERVICE BOARD.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 66 of chapter 6of the General Laws, as most recently
2 amended by section 2A of chapter 730 of the acts of 1955, is
3 hereby further amended by striking out the second sentence and
4 inserting in place thereof the following sentence: The chair-
-5 man shall receive a salary of sixteen thousand dollars, and each
6 of the other members shall receive a salary of twelve thousand
7 dollars, and each member shall also be reimbursed for his ex-
8 penses actually and necessarily incurred by him in the perform-

Appendix B

Cfic Commontoealt!) of Massachusetts

9 ance of his official duties
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight.

PPOINTMENT OF THE YOUTH SERVK
1 AND DUTIES OF THE ADVISORY CO?

\n Act relative to
ARD AND THE P

N SERVICE TO YOUTH

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
of the same, as follows:Court assembled, and by the authorit
iter 6 of the General Lawion 1. Section 65 of

on 1 of chapter 766 of tl2 most recently amended by

f 1955, is hereby further amended by striking out the first
laraeraoh and inserting in place thereof the following para-paragraph and ii

31

known as tl6 Section 65. There shall
ixty-six to sixty-nine, mciu-this and sectu

, of three members, on<
appointed by the govr

8 sive, called the I
9

uncil from a lis10 the advice and consent of the cc
11 persons submitted to him by the advisory committee on service

12 to youth, established under section sixty-nine. One membei
13 appointed from a list so submitted to be designated by the

of the board and the d14 governor shall be the
i the department of education,
. of chapter one hundred and '

15 of the division of youth servic
16 established ui n toi

ibers shall act as deputy director
r, including the chairman, shall
Any vacancy occurring during

17 twenty. Each of the other n
18 of said division. Each mer

Appendix (

Clye Coramontoealt!) of spassactuisetts

19 serve for a term ot six years.
intment in the manner aforesaid20 said term shall be filled by app-

the unexpired portion of the term.■3l
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1 Section 2. Chapter 6of the General Laws is hereby further
2 amended by striking out the first sentence in section 69, as most
3 recently amended by section 3 of chapter 766 of the acts of 1955,
4 and inserting in place thereof the following sentence: Sec-
-5 tion 69. There shall be a committee, to be known as the advisory
6 committee on service to youth, whose functions are to nominate
7 members of the youth service board as provided in section sixty-
-8 five; to make specific evaluations of the performance by the
9 board of its functions and duties; to advise and make recom-

-10 mendations to said board, and to advise, assist and recommend
11 co-ordination of all appropriate departments and agencies of the
12 government on any matter affecting the behavior, care or wel-
-13 fare of children or youth; to interpret the work of the board to
14 the public; and to enlist public co-operation therein.
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ii

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight.

An Act relative to the field agents of the division of youth

SERVICE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 2of chapter 120 of the General Laws, as most recently
2 amended by section 4 of chapter 770 of the acts of 1955, is
3 further amended by striking out, in the last sentence thereof,
4 the words “and psychologists” and substituting therefor the
5 words: psychologists, the field agents described in section
6 sixty-nine A of chapter six of the General Laws, and the super-
-7 visors of such field agents.

Appendix D.

Cfte Commontoealtb of s®assaclnisetto
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